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GMA was retained by Schneider Electric in October of 2011 to perform research
services pertaining to electric vehicles. The client’s request included both current
news and information about industry trends as well as funding opportunities (both
grant and procurement).
GMA assigned a Senior Research Associate (PJ Shepard) to Schneider under the
supervision of Kristin Cooper Carter.
The Research Associate signed up to multiple news sources and created multiple
alerts for relevant news topics in the industry and business news which provided a
regular stream of information in for evaluation. The Research Associate signed up for
notifications from multiple relevant funding agencies. The Research Associate
reviewed all incoming notifications for relevance and also actively reviews relevant
agency websites for opportunities not notified via email. Where relevant information
was discovered, the Associate dug deeper for additional relevant details such as
companies, names, funding amounts, eligibility requirements, due dates for
applications and other important details. The Research Associate forwarded all
relevant notification, opportunities and details obtained to the Client’s distribution
list.
The Client opted to pursue a grant opportunity that arose from this research about 2
years ago, and also utilized GMA to prepare the application, which was successful and
received two awards for $140,000 and $45,500 in March of 2013. GMA then assisted
Schneider in the fiscal management of these contracts.
These are ongoing assignments with this Client. Because the Client has been
pleased with the services provided thus far, the scope of the research for this Client
has recently been expanded from primarily the West Coast to all of the United States
and also expanded from strictly research services to also Liaison with State Agencies,
Grant Development and Procurement Services. A Senior Associate consultant has been
added to the team to provide these additional services.

